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Dinner - table babble on P&O.

Steward, get me a bottle of – magnificent
views up that valley, for you are right
up 6000 feet – on board a wretched little
steamer pitching & tossing – whiskey & soda
in this glass – on the back of a grand
elephant – in the most miserable, rainy
weather you ever saw, while we sat inside
- a great cocked hat on his head & nothing
else on except – a Bombay duck please
- whacking him over the head with a poker
just as if – that bath was a great deal
too hot this morning – and the curry
was very bad – in the most bitter weather
with sleet and – lots of rum going and
several of the men as drunk as – a
mosquito came singing round my ear –
and a tiger sprang on – a beautiful lace
shawl for 15 ch tickets for the – north
pole expedition in – 1898 at 7 per cent with
- a splendid figure & dressed in – maccaroni
sa/<-> and Tauchnits/<z> edition is the best.
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Monday 23 Nov 1885.

Left Bromley by 10.5; met
Gardner at Charing Cross, & his father with whom
I had a short talk. He is more like a fair-sized
edition of Mr Salmon than any one else, perhaps more
in manner than in face. We went all right to
Dover & had a very smooth crossing, not
enough to give any one an excuse for feeling
uneasy. Then took train at Calais for Bâle,
through carriages. Very good supplies in the road,
& sufficient stoppages for meals. We did not see
anything of course of the country, as it was dark;
& I got about an hour’s sleep & in the night,
though I was lying down most of the dark, for we
happily got full length room all the way on the
seats.

Tuesday 24

Went on from Bâle through the flatter
& duller parts of Switzerland to Lucerne, whence
the views were splendid all the way through the Alps. I
missed part by stray naps. Most curiously who
should turn up at Lucerne but the pleasant Italian
lad who shared my cabin on the way home last time,
& whom I saw the last of at Genoa. He had come
down from Paris to Geneva, & was on his way out to Egypt
again, by Naples. We had a little talk in our one
common lingo – Arabic, and were mutually surprised
at the meeting. The twists and turns of the railway
in getting up to the St. Gothard tunnel are amazing; a
complete zig zag [] in one place, a corkscrew
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tunnel in the rocks in another []
& many lesser vagaries. The views
it is useless to say anything about;
they were what may be expected when you go up
to near the snow line in the Alps. Often in the middle of
a long tunnel it suddenly opened into a gorge which
you crossed in a in a few seconds & darted into
the opposite face of rock. Just after sunset we
came down to Lake Lugano & caught the orange
glow with heavy clouds above it reflected just
between two mountains []

After a long run in the dark
we reached Milan: there the question was whether
we could get on early & quickly to Venice next morning,
& sleep at Milan; but that was impossible; so we
settled to go on that night to Venice. Accordingly after a
dinner & strolling up & down we went on at 11.25 pm
Happily I slept soundly most of the time, only waking
occasionally, when asked for tickets. Our answers
were rather mixed on such times, if we were for
Venice being automatically answered in German & French
by Gardner, & in Arabic by myself. We reached Venice
by 5.15, went to the Hotel Vittoria, & there knocked
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up the night porter, & went to bed about 6. am

Wednesday 25

By 10 ½ we got up, & out by 11. Went
briefly to San Marco, & back to lunch. Then in the
afternoon up the Campanile, into the cathedral
again, & to the Doge’s Palace; whence turned out at
3, we went to the loins at the Gates of the Arsenal;
& then to S. Giacometti de Rialto of which only
the east end of the outside seems to be ancient, &
bears the inscription mentioned by Ruskin that beneath
that temple the merchants weights & measures should be
just. It is a proof of the age of the market which
now is held around it, as the inscription seems to
be as old as the church, said to be of 820. Perhaps a little
may be taken of that age, but still it shews that
the vegetable market is almost as old as anything
in the place. Then back in the dusk, & wrote
this before dinner. We expect to leave
tomorrow afternoon.

A card from Brindisi
names the star shower

as splendid on the
Adriatic, 70 per

minute-
All well, & fine weather.
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I. Venice. N- 28-
85-
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Saturday, 28. Nov:

We arrived at Brindisi,
and amused ourselves as well as we
could, in that uninteresting town; a late
Roman column & the base of another
being all that is to be seen of antiquities.

<Alexandria.>
Thursday 3 Dec

The days have slipped by in
a monotonous pleasure of laziness; a
game or two of backgammon being – next
after feeding times – the most interesting
event. Our friends Sayce & Myers came
on at Brindisi, & we were walking up
& down nearly all day long on the quarter
deck chatting. The most amusing thing
was to hear their colloquies, abusive &
otherwise, in the half hour before getting
up. There was no one else on board to know
out of 90 passengers, all army or planters nearly.
One man <(who met Sayce in Spain 6 years ago)> had taken to the 
Ill.L.N. account &
wished to go to Nauks so we have modified
our plans, to avoid letting him go before
us: and we all go there on our way to
Cairo, to morrow.

Today, I went to a dealer’s, & got a few nice
things, three fine scarabs & others. This afternoon
we went out with Sayce & Myers by boat to
Meks & went over the great catacomb-tomb
there, & walked back over all the rock tombs.
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I shall post this at Alexa, as I do not know
when the odd mails go. I rather expect
to get down to Nebireh by Tuesday or
Wednesday next. Unluckily, I have got a
bit of a chest cold; but it will be either
well or nursed before then.

I return the cheque, endorsed duly: also
I enclose a page pf P.&O. dinner babble,
not verbatim, but characteristic..
Thanks for letters received at Brindisi duly;
I have written to Miss Edwards.

W.B. Richmond I cannot remember at
all; rich to go & dine with a man whom
you haven’t a notion of! However he is worth
knowing as he is a good artist; I must look
him up when I return.

This refers to an invite
wh: came after he left.
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A card from Cairo
announces safe

arrival, all going
on well, & he pretty

well- I hear by
Mr Poole, viâ Gardner,

the weather was
splendid, & F. had a

welcome at
Naukratis, on their

flying visit there
en route to Cairo–

[This note was written by Anne Petrie,
W. M. F. Petrie’s mother.]
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II. Alexa, Dec: 13/85-
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From another letter
<for No III.>

We had a very fine passage;
hardly any one remembers
seeing the Meditn so smooth
in Decr Down the Adriatic,
the water was glassy
smooth, & we had just a
trifling roll off the Ionian
Islands. Bp: Selwyn was on
board; athletic like his
father; he takes off his coat,
tucks up his apron & plays
ship’s quoits with vigour.
The Nebireh bread is un=
=bearable; & the water is
never good, being pea=soup
colour; but now the canal
runs low, & is only a chain
of shallow ponds; we hear
no more water will be
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sent down the canal
for 15 days – I guess the
ponds will be dry long
before then; if so, we shall
have to send skins on
camels, 6 miles, for water.
We were <so> thankful for
our box of stores, & the case
of St. Galmier mineral water,
as only those who have
lived on such rations can
imagine-- I write, squat
on a pile of blankets, Gardner
ditto, & leaning, back to back
on each other, for want
of anything else to lean on.
Gardner has no bedding
so Griffith & I subscribe
2 blankets, each, for him.
& we have got a stack of
cotton, & made a mattress
by sewing up a blanket-

[Pages 8 and 9 are written by Anne Petrie, 
copying a letter by her son, W. M. F. Petrie.]
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I believe I last wrote in detail from Alexandria.
So I will go on from there – Friday, 4. Dec. 1885.
Left Alex by 8 a m train, Sayce, Cookson (the Consul)
& a friend of Sayce’s going with us. We reached Teh-
el-Barud, & went over to Naukratis. The
place has not been much cut up, except the
great mound, which I had already planned. We
reached Cairo by 8, & went to the Hotel Royal.
It was very full, & we could not have a room
till past ten. Called on Dr Grant in evening. He is
well, & also the children, & Miss Mullock. Mrs

G. has been moveable in the summer, but is
worse again the last two or three weeks, &
can hardly ever see any one. I did not see
her all the time I was in town, as I was not
there any day when she was able to see one
people, generally late in the afternoon.

Saturday. 5.

About Cairo in morning, on business
& to dealers; got a very curious Persian coin.
To Bulak, but Maspero was out. To Dr

Lansing in evening.

Sunday. 6.

A walk up to the Citadel before
church. In the afternoon, out of the Bab el
Futuh, round the mounds, up to Mokattam,
& down to church. After dinner, called on
Corbett, who is well & in good spririts.

Monday, 7.

To Bulak. Maspero out again.
Saw the clerk & got my papers for Nebireh.
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He talked usually French, & sometimes some
shaky English; I went at him in Arabic, &
some shaky French; so the jumble was fine.
To Scott=Moncrieff, to hear if the Mudir was
written to; found it all right, & he very pleasant
though very busy. Engaged a cook, name
Auad Umad, a Berber; he proves
to be a clean & tidy man, does whatever
he could be expected to do to in our quarters,
& never needs to be told anything about
his work. I think he is a success.

Tuesday 8

Out to Pyramids. Met Ali, riding
in to Cairo, & he turned & went back with
us. I engaged Said & Muhammed, at rather
higher wages than before; I was quite intending
to raise them, in one way or another, & as
they <both> asked for it, I gave it at once, 1 ½ francs
a day. Also Tulba, a younger brother of
Muhamed, a nice boy, who will I think
come up well: and Mahajūb, an elder
brother of Said’s if he will come. Went over
some less known parts of the hill with
Gardner, leaving the usual sights for him
to do afterwards.

Wednesday, 9,

Off by 10.15 train with the
cook, Said, Muhd & Tulba. When we got
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to Teh el Barud, we found the baggage had
not yet come, though sent the day before.
So left Said & the cook as the luggage train was
due in half an hour, & walked over with
Gardner & Muhd. To our great joy, we found
that the wakil had left, & we could have as
much of the house as we liked. The shekh was
ill, but a friend negotiated for him, &
we took four large rooms, (the biggest 18
by 33 ft) beside lesser room & storage &c,
for ₤12 the half year; half the money
down at once. But our baggage never
came, & Said turned <up> with the portmanteaux
on a donkey, & said no Camels were to be had.
So we had no food except some Arab bread we
had brought, some oranges, & eggs. The shekh sent
us some Arab bedding; so we managed
somehow.

Thursday, 10,

We breakfasted on oranges &
hard boiled eggs: and went over the mounds.
By 1, our bos/<x>es came, & we got a feed;
but Lange never sent Naville’s things, which I
had specifically ordered; so there was no bed for
Gardner, & no canteen for the cook to use.

Friday, 11,

Out, & found 100 or 150 people
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awaiting us for work; an awful Babel.
I split them up according to village so as
to get a manageable number to deal with
at once. Then offered work by the cubic metre,
& no one would take it. They know that they
have to work by that way, & cannot shirk
it. At last I got four on to it. I took
on a few of our best old hands, as I intended,
by the day, to clear in the Dioscuri temenos
Gr Griffith turned up, about 1. o’clock, very
well.

Saturday 12

Got on six parties of metre
men to day; so the refusal is breaking
down as I knew it would. I recognised
the pillars of the temple of the Dioscuri, to
my delight, this morning; only discernable
by the form of a thin line of fresco which coated
the mud brick, now surrounded by similar
mud. We may be able to trace a little of
the plan. Quantities of antiquities
are being brought in; many weights.
I am much better & nearly rid of my cold.
Letters from home received, with many thanks,
& also the papers.

III-
Nebh

D. 28-
85-
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Decr 13.

Walked over to Kom Hisn with
Gardner & Griffith, and there found that
another statue had been found, since
that which I copied last year. This has –
like the previous one – a mention of the
god of the city Amu, & so these render it - almost
certain that this place was Amu, the capital
of the Libyan nome. Griffith was much stirred
about this, & writes this week to the Academy
on it.

Dec. 14.

The Mamur – inspector of police –
called, just to see that I was all right, &
there was no trouble. We went to market
& called on the shekh, Muhammed Jabri, in
the afternoon. Prospecting

Dec. 15.

I had been very short of contract men
to work by the cubic metre, as they had all
wanted to work by the day, so that I only had
five or six pits going by metre-work in all.
But this morning there was a fearful crowd,
all clamouring for work. First I
had to pick out a lot for day-work, which
they much prefer, & the crush & yelling &
dust was hideous as they surged about;
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I could scarcely write down the names of
the selected men. At last I sent them
off with Gardner to begin work on a
mound outlying on the North of the town.
Then I set on about 35 pits of work,
occupying 80 men or so. Soon I got a
line from Gardner saying that they had hit
a tomb in his mound. It proved however
not to contain anything but bones.

On the following day the cemetery was
continued, & many terracotta gilt ornaments
from wooden coffins, which have perished, were
found; gorgons’ heads, bull’s heads, &c. Another
& much larger mound was also found to be
a cemetery, but unfortunately it has a village
all over on it, so I fear we shall not get
anything done there.

The metre-work has gone on flourishing; it
takes all my time to go over it, measure out
work, pay up, & attend to its course.

We have got the Aphrodite site, by
following up some painted pottery which
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was brought to us; & now we must work
that out.

We have at last got our boxes which
were sent before we left England; but
only by Griffith going to Alexandria &
hunting them up, two days work &
expenses. Nearly all the baggage that we
required has now come, and we are
getting on very well in our new quarters.
I tried some of the new iso-chromatic
plates which I brought out, & got some
excellent photographs with them.

Whether I shall get away next week for
my circular trip <as> intended I do not know.
We must take stock of our situation
tomorrow, & see if Gardner & Griffith
can get through what has to be done.
My cold is almost gone; but I am still
snuffly rather, & being out till after sunset
every day keeps it up.

A fly weighs about 1/8 grain, to judge by the
weight of 3 on a scalepan, just now.
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IV. Nebh

Dec: 29.
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Wednesday 23 Dec/85.

The last few
days have been interesting. The
cemetery is going on with a supply of gilt
terracotta ornaments from coffins, gorgon’s
heads, bull’s heads, rosettes &c. The temple
of Aphrodite of the IVth cent. B.C. I have
identified, as we believe, with a massive
building which I had long known; and
at a lower level in the same place are
walls of the earlier temple, apparently;
some dozens of pieces of bowls dedicated to
Aphrodite have been found there, and
we have not cleared the early stuff
yet, except in a few places. A very nice
carved bone head of the VIth cent. B.C. was
found there to day. The Dioscuri
temple goes on well, though it has been
nearly all destroyed by the Arabs; I have
found the N. wall, & hope to trace it enough
to make a plan.

Then out in front of the great building of
Ptolemy, at the gate of the great temenos
I have found a large sphinx; upper
part gone, but 7 feet long: beside two
halves of another marble ram. I now
believe, what I had suspected from the two
rams found at the entrance before, that
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an avenue of sphinxes & rams led up to
the building of Philadelphos, from the
canal landing place. Further, I
observed what Gardner agrees is probably
the site of the Temenos of Hera, with
fragments of a thick wall around it: this
must be examined as soon as the
Dioscuri is done. Then at the N. end
of the town, I saw that an old pit of ours
went down nearly entirely in solid brickwork;
so I set men on it, & found what seems
like a fort & the town wall, on which
there are a lot of men now working.

I have run half a dozen great trenches
out through the mounds in various places,
which shew what the ground is like, & will
shew us more when dried.

We have been undergoing domestic
convulsions. Our cook Auad Umad turned
off ill; and so I despatched him to Cairo, as
he was moveable, with a letter to Dr Grant.
He however stopped at Kafr es-Zayat, & went
to a native doctor, who patched him up,
somewhat, & in two days he returned, with
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a substitute, & proposed leaving. I am
sorry for it as has suited us very well, was
clean honest & attentive; but certainly
he was ill, & very naturally preferred to be
in Cairo, where his friends are. This is
the view on one side; but it might be suggested
that he did not find a teetotal place in a
teetotal village so agreeable as town life,
though certainly it would be far better for him.
When he left, we had a long talk on the
division of labour while he was away; our
work falls in three sections, metre-work
which is more in my way, as it is rougher,
& more dealing with Arabs than day-work,
but leaves an hour or two free to look over
the other work. Then the/<an>other section is the
Dioscuri & Aphrodite temples, by day-work;
and the third is the cemetery, by day-work.
Thus the question was who was to take the
cooking & washing up. As the cemetery was
a long way off, & as the metre=work was
the heaviest lot already, it was proposed
that the Aphrodite and cooking should go
together, & the cemetery should do the washing
up. Then Griffith proposed that Aphrodite &
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the Dioscuri should do both cooking &
washing up together, & finally that was
agreed. However, we had not long to
try the arrangement as Auad soon
brought his substitute, - Mukhtar Ali –
a Berber like himself. Now I hope we
shall go on all right. Mahajub
came over last week from Gizeh &
is now settled as reis here, like Said &
Muhammed; & little Tulbah is doing
reis whenever he is not sent to Teh-
el-Barud for shopping or post.

Sunday, Dec. 26/<7>.

Here is post day again,
& I have had to write so much that
there is no time for more now.
I have got my proofs, except part
of the lithos. I hope to go off, next
week, for a trip, as I had intended.
Thanks for letters & papers: the law
news is astonishing. In case no
letter comes next week do not be
surprised. I expect to be away over
post day.

I should like Miss Edwards to see this. -

V. Nebh-
Jan. 6/86
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3. January, 1886-

I was prevented from
going on the round I had intended, by
heavy rain last Monday, which
made going difficult, & tenting out
undesirable. So I made up for it by
despatching Griffith to Cairo by the middle
of the week, & taking over his share
of the work; thus we shall get over to
the east earlier, & I must try &
come back here in March, for my
trips here. The Dioscuri has been
finished, but not much more has been
found in the way of pottery. Gardner
goes on steadily with his cemetery, which
is not very paying work yet, but
which must be done. The Aphrodite
site is developing well; three temples one
over the other, all of mud brick: and
quantities of dedicated pottery.

Griffith left on Thursday, and that afternoon
a friend of Gardners came over – Arthur
Smith - & spent the night. His line is

VI-
Neb-
Jan:
12.

/86-
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Greek, & he is much interested in the place.
Possibly he will come & join G. for
some weeks later on, after I have
left. He left on Friday, & over came
Dr Lansing & a young American, who
is here studying Arabic. They also
stopped the night; & went on yesterday
to Kafr Daud near where Dr L. holds
service for his Copts to day. I am going
over there to meet him & to explore,
for a day or two, a large site, where
I may probably see more through being
with him. It is about half way to
Cairo, on the edge of the desert.

Then I shall return here, pack up, &
be off to Cairo, for a few days;
staying with Griffith at the hotel, &
drawing & photographing at Bulak. Then
about 12th I expect to be off with
Griffith to Tell Nebēsheh, the cemetery
of San.
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The weather now is colder, & often
raining, perhaps half a day twice a week;
but very fine between whiles. We are
both well, and I have lost my lung cold
now entirely.

I have heard of the Amoses’ arrival
in Alexandria, & that Mrs A is still
there.

I have finished up my proofs, & return
them by this mail: part of lithos are
still to come, but that need not
delay publication.

Tuesday. Jan 5-

I have kept this back to say that I
have been down to Kafr Daud,
& seen Kom Abu Billu, & I write
this sitting in an awfully jolting
brake<van> of a goods train, coming
back to Teh B. I spent last night
sleeping in the station at Kafr Daud,
& just as I got back after seeing the
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Kom with Dr Lansing, up came
this goods train; so, paying 1st class
fare according to regulation, I am
permitted to enjoy this van, & get
back 20 hours sooner.

The Kom is only Roman on the
tip, a large town with long straight
streets of houses half ruined, or
altogether. But there is a
Ptolemaic temple somewhere, from
which sundry stones come, that
are in a sakiyeh; they have
cartouches of Ptolemy II, & the
name of the nome, & so are
important. I left Dr Lansing
& his friend to go back to Cairo
tonight, from Kafr Daud.

Mrs Petrie
8 Crescent Road

Bromley
Kent
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Jan 4 - 11 1886

On my return from Kom Abu Billu,
I found a sad telegram for me at home,
that Sheldon Amos had died on Saturday
at Ramleh. A great loss to me, for no
one could know him without respecting &
loving him, & I had known him pretty closely.
Poor Mrs Amos! and the children. I had only
just written to her on her father’s death.
I set about packing up, dividing all our
stores & settling accounts. On Wednesday,
Maurice Amos, and their intended governess
Miss Howarth, came over to Nabireh to see
me; a change for Maurice, & an opportunity
for Miss Howarth to talk over her plans; she
was to have lived with the Amoses, & had half
her time to herself for drawing Arab art, at
Mr Poole’s instigation. Matters have now
to be rearranged, & she wants to feel her
feet in the country. The Mrs Amos stays
at Alex. probably until April or so, &
Miss H. with her.

I came up to Cairo on Thursday; & on
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Friday went to the Pyramids with Griffith,
& shewed him tombs &c all about
there. One place is newly opened, a
great water worn fissure in the limestone,
used for burial of bulls. I walked along
it, for 300 feet beyond the chambers
leading to it, which go in 80 or 100 more;
further beyond my limit it becomes
narrow <& low,> but goes much further in. Its
internal is more geological than Egyptian,
as the burials are unproductive, & mere
rubbish now.

I met Tulbah, who went about all day
with me, & saw the man who Muhd

thought would go to Fakus, but he wants
too much.

Went to Dr Lansing in the evening, &
enquired about getting a stock of copper
coin, which we much need for having small sums.
<Also to Shepheards with Dr G. & had a long talk with Wilbur.>
Next morning, went to a money changer
who the Dr knows well, one of his flock, &
arranged to have a stock of copper, so soon
as he can get it together. But it is
scarce just now, & it is supposed that the
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Jews are making “a corner” in copper,
as they often do here; keeping all they
get until the exchange rises, & they/<n>
suddenly clearing it at the higher
rate. Copper piastres (originally issued
at par) are now at 7 ½ to the silver
in Cairo, & at 7 in the county; so the difference
of exchange will well pay us for the cost
of sending down ₤5 worth. Quarter
piastres in silver are at a premium of 10
per cent, only 90 value going for the 100
piastres.

Next I went to Johnson Pasha, about the stones
being carried off from our working at Naukratis.
Also telling him of a case which has stirred our
village. The Shekh had two donkeys stolen; he
sent off his shekhs of the guards to search, with
written credentials & a reward of ₤6 to be
offered. They were joined on the road by a man
who offered to get the donkeys for them. They
go with him to a village market. There the
police seize this man as a known thief -
one Khairullah – he gives a fake name.
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When pressed he caves in, & accuses
the shekhs of the guard as partners. The
police put them all in irons & march them
to the prison at Damanhur. The guards
bribe Khairullah, & he swears that
they are not the thieves, & he never knew
them. All are kept, however, & the shekh
who owned the donkeys is sent for. When it
will all be settled no one knows.

Next I went to Bulak, & just saw Maspero
before he started up the Nile, & introduced
Griffith to him & Brugsch. In the afternoon
in passing Shepheard’s, I fell in with the Du Ports,
who are well & flourishing; also Sir John
Fowler, who had a long chat, also introduced
to Wilson Pasha. Then to Bulak, to get out our
inscribed pottery to copy. Next after dark
to Shepheard’s to see Le Mesurier, who wished
to have a talk & know me. I found him
most eager & interested on antiquities
from the mechanical side, flint implements,
&c; and also talked about le working
with the peoples &c. After dinner, I went
to Tano the dealer’s private house to see
some fine things of his.
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On Sunday I dined with Dr Grant, & saw
Mrs G. for a few minutes. She is clear, calm,
& patient, poor thing; but unable now to
move about, beyond her room; perhaps
in warmer weather, she may get on the balcony
again. She enquired most particularly about
us all, & sent the enclosed card. The Dr is
well & cheery as usual. Fraulein Schultz
dined there also, & made many enquiries;
she is well & still with the De Martino’s.
Dean Butcher is moving to have a fund for
destitute English, for there is no such thing
here yet; he gave notice of a meeting about
it at church in the morning.

Monday.

I went up into the jeweller’s bazaar to
try & find a dealer, but he had not yet come by 9.
Then to Bulak, where I spent the morning
in photographing special things of the old
Kingdom. Unluckily, Brugsch is there alone
now; and Maspero & Bouriant have been
rearranging things; so he cannot find the
things of ours that I want to draw; thus
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barring the pottery inscriptions, I am
checkmated, & cannot do the work I specially
came to f stop in Cairo for. In the
afternoon to Bulak, again for the
authorization for work. Found they had
not yet written to the Mudir nor
made out the reises letter though I
enquired about it on Saturday, & it
ought to have been done a month
ago. However, it will not stop us
probably as Griffith can bring down
the letter with him on Friday. Then
on the came back to town, saw some Arabs with
antikas, they dodge me all over the place to
get me to look over their lots of rubbish, for
I seldom buy, & generally try to shirk them for
lack of time. Tried the man up in the bazaar
again, but he had gone by 5. Then to <Mrs Lansing to thank her for her 
cook, & on> {to}
Shepheards, & as Lady Fowler had asked me
to tea to morrow I thought best to call;
found the Fowlers & Mr Du Port & had a
long chat on various matters. They intend to
be pleasant & want me to call in London, - if
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I ever get the time. <Met Borg, & had a talk.> After dinner in the
evening, I had a talk with Harold Thomson
in my room, a friend of the Amoses, has
been in the Soudan, a grandson of Hertz
of the famous gem collection; & Corbett
came in, & we went on till midnight.
We are well settled for a cook for
Griffith. I asked Dr Lansing, & he was
going to have a change in the house, as
they wanted a bigger servant for doing
more work, & so had a cook-boy of theirs
to dispose off. He is about 20, has been
brought up by them for 6 or 7 years,
clean both by nature & training, & a
good plain cook; also not at all above
being generally useful, & ready to knock
about. All for 40 frs a month. So we
are fortunate; and I like the look of him
very well.

I have got several things from Tano; some
very good strings of fine uniform glass beads,
which will rejoice Mr Brent. Also parts of
a large blue glazed tablet, about 9 x 10 ins
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only one such, & that a small one in BM, is
known before.

Now I am going to leave this morning
Tuesday <11th>, for Fakus by 11.30. So
shall post this before I go.

Dr G. does not wish for the Coptic Dict:
Many thanks for all the letters, from
Glebe Rd, Milford, & home –

VII. Cairo– Jan: 19/86-

Mrs Petrie
8- Crescent Rd

Bromley-
Kent-
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Tell Nebesheh, nr Zan, Jan. 16.

Left Cairo as arranged on Tuesday
morning 12. Jan. and got down to Fakus
in the afternoon. There pitched by the
station; put all my boxes, which I found
awaiting me, as a wall at one side
of the tent, & tacked canvas over the
enclosure, so as to make a good shelter
for my men. [] Negociated for
camels & settled the matter, as I thought.
Next morning however, the camel man
refused to go to Tell Nebesheh, as he
said the road was so bad <with water out yet.> So we went to
look for a boat. After a long bother we
got one to take us down that night. So
I wandered about the place all day,
until they had got the cargo of half putrid
fish out, & washed the boat. At sunset
however, the man shewed no signs of leaving;
so when we caught him we rowed at him,
about engaging to leave that night; at
last we got off. I woke & slept at intervals
with the boat man tramping along the boat
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edge beside by <my> head & occasional collisions or
groundings. <There was a half shelter over the stern where I slept.> By 
dawn, I turned out, as
the boat had reached the nearest point
to the Tell; everyone else was asleep. I
went up a sand hill near, & looked over
the wilderness, water & sand, water &
mud. I sighted Tell Nebesheh, about 3
miles in from the canal; so went back to
the boat, took out my things, left the
new man, Mīdani, & Tulbeh in charge
of them, (₤100 of cash in my bag no one knew of),
by the side of this canal in the wilderness,
& went off with Muhammed to the Tell, to
get camels. The ground was dry enough
most of the way, & I hit a track in the
right direction, which we followed joyfully
until it led us up to the bank of a marshy
canal, & there invitingly went in. There
was nothing for it but to follow. So M.
went in, but soon got up to his knees;
so he came back to take his bags off, I did
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the same, & tucking up my coat in we
walked; it was over my waist, & very
cold. On the other side it was so messy,
that I did not dress again till we
reached the Tell. I said to M. I feared the
camels would never get over, but he
thought of course they would know of a
better road from the Tell.

On reaching the Tell we found the old shekh
having his morning coffee, and after some
talk, &c, we got camels engaged from a man,
wh and M. went back with them to shew
them where our baggage was waiting.
I wandered over the Tell, & all <ate> all I had got
- a flap of Arab bread & some jam - which was
to last me till four o’clock. At last one camel
came; & I took the things down, & put them
in the guest-room the old shekh had offered
me; but the dire news was, that the other
camel had fallen in the water. So after
a couple of hours more, the fallen one came
up, a young she camel, not full grown,
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& shaking in all her muscles, with the
weight & the wetting. They ought never to
have sent such a beast for the job. There
were, not two boxes of tins as I had hoped, but
both Griffith’s box, & mine, of clothing &
effects, all saturated. When they were
stood on end on the ground, the water
ran out in a stream. The first thing
to do was to unpack everything, & spread
it out to dry. Books sodden; my Pierret’s
dictionary, the most valuable of them, worth
50/s. Clothing to be wrung out; luckily to my
new suit in reserve had almost escaped.
Apparatus dripping, Griffith’s camera wet &
all his plate holders of mahogany wetted, the
paraffin stove full of water instead of oil.
And worst of all, the boxes of photographic
plates so saturated that they almost
fell to pieces in taking them out. Griffith’s
came off worst, as he had merely put them
in without any packing; mine were all
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wrapped round in a folded sheet. As these
plates should not even be put in a damp
place, I despaired of doing anything
with them. So I put them in the darkest
corner of my room, in case the boxes
were cracked open, & left them to dry for
a day. The next night, with a red light,
I opened them all; some were stuck
together by the films of gelatine, others
were only damp, & three <boxes> of mine were
dry enough <for the plates> to be left in the boxes, as they
were. Now I had no dark room to leave
them in to dry, by <during> daylight, and yet they
could not be left in the wet boxes. So I
turned the things out of my portmanteau, &
packed all the plates <after wiping them> in between folds of sheets
& shirts, to absorb the moisture. Then putting
a coat roun the portmanteau, to keep any
stray light out of the crack, I put
it on six jam tins, so that it could dry
as far as it would, all over. I do not
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expect it to lose much moisture outside, but
the clothes will absorb most of it, I hope,
& mean while I can dry the papers & boxes
of the plates, by daylight, & in the sun.
Then I must repack.

The old shekh here (85 years old,) is rather
too affectionate; both nights he has come
round the house on his donkey to my room,
& seated himself at sunset, & gone on
talking for a couple of hours, until dinner is
sent in. This does not at all suit my
time, nor my feeding. Last night dinner was
only a huge pan of bread & milk, & I was
obliged to have a feed of bread & jam before bed
time. The night before we did well, on rice
& a turkey, of which I had to eat a prodigious
lot.

I have one big room, earth floor, palm stick
& mud roof, mud walls, a broad divan of
earth round the sides, - and another
smaller room without a roof. So I split the
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big room by a wall of boxes & a canvas
door=curtain, so as to have a place
clear of the many Arabs who drop in to
talk with our men. There is one croaking
away now, while I write. I have sent
Muhammed over to San, with a camel, to
get some of my roofing for the inner
room, so as to be able to use it.

Last night the old shekh would not be content
unless I was sitting by him, & he was pinching
& nubbling my hand. He is very asthmatic
& oppressed on his chest, so I dosed him with
lemonade warm, which he liked.

I have begun a plan of the mounds, &
found an enclosure wall, around all the
region of the big sarcophagus, about 600
feet square. It can only be traced by the
absence of tufts of grass, or their scantiness,
along the line of it.

Griffith has not yet turned up, with Mursi
the cook; how they will get here I do not
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know; some people say there is a land way
now, & certainly it t can hardly be worse
than the bit from the canal here. I write
this ready to send by by back by G’s donkey
boy if he comes direct from Fakus.

I think Miss Edwards would like perhaps to see
this journal. The old shekh is a big man
in these parts, & has been more important.
He was much with Abbas Pasha, & was shekh
of the Arab tribes from Benisuef to Esneh.
Then there was some row, & he was turned
off to the Libyan side, & was at Kom Afrin;
and after some other row, the govt pitchforked
him over here, & gave him two or three
sqoare miles of good land. He has been
soldiering with Ibrahim Pasha & Abbas; &
is still a fine old man, with a very absolute
manner. He is much respected here, & a
very kindly old man. I hope the silver cup I
brought for him will please him; it is in
G’s tin box, so I can’t get at it yet. I sent him off
last night, happy, with a pair of socks that had
seen their best days, & h/<a>s much of a bottle of St Galmier
water as he had not finished; he says it does his chest good. So be it.

VIII
Tell

Nebeshh

Jan. 26
86-

Mrs Petrie, 8 Crescent Rd

Bromley, Kent-
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IX.
F. 2.
86.

Mrs Petrie, 8. Crescent Rd

Bromley, Kent-

Sunday 17 Jan.

Griffith got over here in the
morning; having been 3 days on the way
from Cairo. He found as much difficulty in
getting on from Fakus as I did, but got camel at
last, having to sleep on the way in an Arab hut
owing to starting late from the station. Muhamed
had brought over <some of> my roofing from San the
day before, & our rooms began to look
more habitable. The one large room was made
well into two by a partition of roofing sheets, aided
by boxes; & Griffiths room was roofed in, with
a crack or two above. I had to support the
roofing in the middle across the room; & had
a very irregular tree branch, & a thin board, to
do it with. So putting the tree trunk across,
hogged up, [] and the board beneath it,
I tied up the board to the trunk with
a rope & so got the flatness & the strength together.
Then the roofing over this made the place look
habitable by the time G. arrived.

Work began rather slowly; I had to wait an
hour or two for a dozen, but still that is
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better than I have had it in beginning elsewhere.
Not very much turned up; a large pot with
demotic inscription, a quantity of beads, & some
little things. There was a good deal of rain
during the day which was unpleasant, &
that night it poured, & our rooms leaked
proportionately. The house is built very low,
with cultivated ground even above its level; &
there were pools all around us. The ground
& dust in it is all saltish, & remains always
damp, so it is a very bad exchange from
our upstairs palace at Nebireh. A man
brought us in a good seated figure in black
granite, of the XVIIIth dynasty, which I bought
at once; afterwards I hear that Khalifa
has bought it, or has some claim to it, & it
may be the seller does not want him to
know where it is gone. Next day Khalifa
turns up, & sits now in the next room
talking to our men & the old shekh who is in
here again. K. has not yet enquired for his
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statue. Old reis Muhammed also came in
last night, and looked in again this morng.
to know if I wanted him; an offer I declined.
Both he & Khalifa played too much against me
at San, for me to have them again.

22nd

We have been clearing away at the
cemetery & the temple all the week, & the
temple for three days. I find the great sarcophagus
(as I supposed it) is a shrine, as Naville suggested: and
that it stood in a temple, within a great
enclosure. I have got a finely worked altar of
the XIIth dynasty, but unhappily much damaged. It
has however a very curious later inscription.
The cemetery has only yielded thousands
of beads, hitherto, & it does not look very
promising I fear.

The old shekh is rather on my back. He is
always about on his donkey, & evidently feels
himself to be the shekh. It is rather a case like
the Mudir of Dongola, who considered himself
generalissimo of the troops. Very often the old
man comes into our kitchen, or outer room,
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his donkey is marched in, & he is shuffled off on
to a bench of mud bricks; when he has sat for
an hour or two, his donkey is brought in
again, perhaps I take its head under my arm
to keep it quiet, & the old man is stuffed onto
his beast again, & goes plodding out. He
has taken an immense liking to St. Galmier,
& will hardly drink anything else; he gets
through a bottle a day. Of course it is a
form of bakhshish to him for the use of our
rooms. Enamelled saucepans are also a
delight to him, & I have a commission for four
from Cairo.

Our rooms are infested with white ants,
who burrow, & build tunnels everywhere, &
eat anything in the way of paper: I have
to go over everything continually & see
that they have not attacked it. Our other
inhabitants are quantities of large rats,
who scamper about, & run, upside down.
on our palm=stick ceiling. They principally
inhabit Griffiths room, & the ants my room.
And so, with the old shekh and other natives in the kitchen,
there is generally something stirring, somewhere.
Mursi goes on very well, & is a good hand I think.
Now I must go to bed; I have been writing an hour out of my sleep.
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From another letter– <To go with No 9.>

“The country here is not
yet dry after the inundation,
- We are tolerably isolated,
in the literal sense - I had
to wade up to my waist
to send this, from the West-
Griffith had to swim a
still deeper canal, to get to
a market on the S.E & I
am told of a tolerable
depth of water between
us & Fakus, on the South.
On the whole N-side is
desert & marsh, down to the
sea - I must now go &
satisfy over 100 men, with
the settlement of their
week’s account - This is
a serious matter, but
happily, I have change
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enough this week.

- In the boat, coming
here, we had a passenger,
son of a fish=tax=gatherer,
who after asking me for a
scrap of paper, & scribbling
Arabic & sketches on it,
doubled it up, put it in
his mouth, & professed to swallow
it, conveying it into his
tarboush, whence we told
the boatman’s son to take
it, afterwards, to his great
surprise - - The white ants
come up thro’ the mud
brick benches, & attack my
blankets from beneath;
so that I have to hunt
them every day - Our dinner
table, (a long box of mine) is set
with a row of paper = pages, upside
down, to keep the flies off the food.

[Pages 45 and 46 are written by Anne Petrie, 
copying a letter by her son, W. M. F. Petrie.]
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30. Jan. 1886 ./<–>

once more post-day, &
nothing written; but we have had such a
busy week of little things, that I have had
very little time. Nothing really important
has turned up, but we are swamped with
beads of all kinds, & have continually
to spend an hour or two in clearing a
tomb carefully. As for beads, I have 4 tbs

from one tomb not yet exhausted; beside
two or three hundred of lapis lazuli & silver. Other
tombs are also prolific, and I am followed
about all day, by small children with
handsful of beads, which they have
picked out from an/<our> rubbish heaps.
The best thing of the week is a large bronze
pail, with two handles, & a cover; 10 ins high
& a foot across. It would be a prize for any
museum. Many more bronze spear
heads have been found; & quantities of poor
funeral figures, nearly all broken, but of
interest to is, as I can examine how they
are deposited.
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The ancient rifling & reusing of tombs here
has been great. In one tomb there are three
different levels of use, and the deposit of
each level has been cleared out. In another
place, where we cleared a chamber in a
big group, at the bottom of all was a rich
stratum of beads, &c, which ran right under
the wall, & had been built over. In another
group, the walls had been broken down above
part, & a different set of chambers built
over them.

The temple is still being cleared, but
nothing much has been found; only a few
worthless bits of inscriptions, & some pavement.
It ought to be cleared, but it does not
seem promising.

The other day, a Berberi dealer came
over to say he had some antiquities at
Khatanah near here. So Griffith went
full of expectations, & with ₤17 in hand;
but he was so disgusted to find only a
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poor Ramesside thing of no interest,
that he left it, & brought the cash back.

The old shekh continues most affectionate,
but gets through his bottle of St Galmier
almost every day. Our kitchen is
lively now, for Griffith never resists a
purchase for the commissariat, & we
have now a turkey, 4 pigeons & a
rabbit, all awaiting their fate. I refused
to buy from a large basket of fish this
morning which was offered. So you see
we are well off for feeding. Prices,
eggs, 6 a penny; pigeon, 2 ½ d; rabbit, 4 d;
turkey, 3 s 4 d; ducks 4 d to 5 d; lentils, 7 lbs for 6 d,
& so forth. But we are running low in
our stores that we cannot get here; & I
enclose the orders for a stock which
I shall be glad to have out, if one of our
kind friends will back it at the C.S.S.A.
₤7 should be sent with it, to cover expenses:
the C.S.S.A. will deliver free to the docks.
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I have pretty well done for the white ants, with
Keating; whenever I see one I powder him,
& he is dead in 10 minutes, & a pinch in
any burrow of theirs drives them from it
altogether. The cheapest source of the powder is
Wing’s Beetle powder, the chemist at Chiselhurstsic {Chislehurst}.
The cats I also keep out by blocking up our door,
beneath where they get in. One night I had put
up a plate of rice on high, & in the dark there
was a cataclysm of cat, plate, rice & spoon,
flop down, some five feet, onto our spoons
& forks.

Now I must go out & look to the men, for
I have not seen the temple yet to day as
Griffith took the names this morning.

X. Tell
Nebesheh-

F: 9/86-

Mrs Petrie
8. Crescent Rd

Bromley-
Kent-  


